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Supramolecular

hydrogels (SMHs) are three-dimensional networks filled with a
large amount of water. The crosslinking force in the 3D network is always constructed
by relatively weak and dynamic non-covalent interactions, and thus SMHs usually
possess extremely high susceptibility to external environment and can show
extraordinary stimuli-responsive, self-healing or other attractive properties. However,
the overall crosslinking force in hydrogel networks is difficult to flexibly modulate,
and this leads to limited functions of the SMHs. In this regard, hierarchical hydrogen
bonds, that is, the mixture of relatively strong and relatively weak hydrogen bonds,
are used herein as crosslinking force for the hydrogel preparation. The ratio of strong
and weak hydrogen bonds can be finely tuned to tailor the properties of resultant
gels. Thus, by delicate manipulation of the overall crosslinking force in the system, a
hydrogel with multiple (thermal, pH and NIR light) responsiveness, autonomous selfhealing property and interesting temperature dependent, reversible adhesion behavior
is obtained. This kind of hierarchical hydrogen bond manipulation is proved to be
a general method for multiple-functionality hydrogel preparation, and the resultant
material shows potential for a range of applications.
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1. Introduction
Supramolecular hydrogels (SMHs), which possess many
amazing properties surpassing those of their traditionally
chemically crosslinked counterparts, have received tremendous attention due to their wide applications such as contact
lenses, sensors, actuators and various biomaterials.[1–5] Threedimensional (3D) networks in SMHs are always constructed
by relatively weak crosslinking forces such as hydrogen
bonding, host–guest interaction, metal coordination interaction, π–π interaction, halogen-bonding, etc.[6–12] These noncovalent interactions with dynamic nature endow SMHs with
extremely high susceptibility to external environment and
thus enable their attractive properties such as stimuli-responsiveness, self-healing.[13–17]
Although significant progress has been made for SMHs in
the past ten years, the overall crosslinking force in hydrogel
network is difficult to be flexibly manipulated, and thus
lead to limited functions of these materials. For instance,
SMHs combining self-healing behavior with multiple
responsive properties are highly desirable, whereas they
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are rarely reported because of ingenious crosslinking forces facile and low-cost way. Briefly, hierarchical hydrogen bonds
required.[18,19] Recently, a few groups have tried to prepare were introduced by simply adding polyethylene polyamine
SMHs possessing self-healing behavior as well as stimuli (PPA) into oxidized CNTs aqueous. The relatively weak
responsiveness by using crosslinking bonds with suitable hydrogen bonds N-H···N (with amine as both hydrogen bond
strength.[18–21] However, to prepare theses multi-functional donors and acceptors) came from intermolecular interactions
materials, complex precursors with specific functional groups of PPA molecules, while relatively strong hydrogen bonds
are always required, which inevitably introduces tedious N-H···O (with amine as hydrogen bond donors and deprosyntheses and raises the cost. In addition, all of these SMHs tonated carboxylic acid as hydrogen bond acceptors) came
are constructed by relatively strong interactions such as from the interactions between oxidized CNTs and PPA molhost–guest interaction and dynamic covalent bonding, which ecules.[34,35] The word “hierarchical hydrogen bonds” here
largely retards their sensitiveness to the external environ- means the coexistence of hydrogen bonds with different
ment. As a result, in these cases, responsive stimuli are only bonding strength. The overall crosslinking force provided by
these hierarchical hydrogen bonds could be finely tuned by
limited to pH and redox.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are widely known for their tailoring the ratios of strong hydrogen bonds to weak ones,
superb electrical, mechanical, optical and other physico- and thus yielded hydrogels with the appropriate crosslinking
chemical properties due to their unique π-conjugated and force required for both multiple (thermal, pH and NIR light)
tubular structure.[22,23] Many researchers have introduced responsiveness and autonomous self-healing performance. In
CNTs into hydrogel systems, and these CNT-based hydro- addition, the incorporation of a very small amount of CNTs
gels have emerged as a new class of materials with superior significantly improved the viscosity of the original polyethproperties.[24–32] CNTs alone can form hydrogels at high ylene polyamine and thus facilitated their use in adhesion. We
concentration via appropriate covalent or non-covalent believe this kind of hierarchical hydrogen bond manipulation
modification,[24–26] and they can also form hydrogels in con- is a general but powerful strategy to design and synthesize
junction with other components.[27–33] The hybrid hydrogels a host of multifunctional materials for versatile applications.
have not only showed dramatic improvement in electrical
and mechanical performance,[27,28] but also acquired some
brand-new properties such as enhanced dyestuff adsorption
2. Results and Discussion
and near infrared (NIR) light induced phase transition,[29–33]
which enable their versatile applications. However, due to Typically, multi-functional SMHs were simply obtained
lack of effective control of the crosslinking force, the as-made by adding oxidized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (oxCNT-based hydrogels hardly exhibit satisfactory self-healing MWCNTs) aqueous into PPA as shown in Figure 1a. The
behavior or more than two responsive stimuli. In addition, no concentration of PPA could be adjusted in the range of
CNT-based hydrogel has been reported to
show desirable adhesive strength. Hence
the applications of CNT-based hydrogels
are greatly restricted.
Therefore, it is clear that although
SMHs, especially CNT-containing hydrogels, exhibit many impressive properties,
the effective and facile programming of
crosslinking force in the 3D network of
hydrogels still remains a big challenge
which largely restricts the functions and
applications of SMHs. Since hydrogen
bonds are ubiquitous in both nature and
synthetic chemicals, and their bonding
strength spans a large range,[34] we
expected that controllable introduction of
multiple type of hydrogen bonds with different bonding strength (i.e., hierarchical
hydrogen bonds) could be a useful means
to effectively manipulate the crosslinking
force in hydrogels, and thus serve as a
general and powerful strategy for the construction of SMHs with desired functions.
In the present study, hydrogen bonds
Figure 1. Synthesis and structure determination of the PPA/CNT supramolecular hydrogels:
with different bonding strength, i.e., hier- (a) schematic diagram for the synthesis of PPA/CNT hydrogels, (b) suggested assembly
archical hydrogen bonds were introduced mechanism for the gel formation, (c) TEM image of the resulting PPA/CNT hydrogel containing
as crosslinking force and the hydrogel with 0.025 wt% ox-MWCNTs, the ox-MWCNTs and PPA molecules are marked with arrows. (d) FT-IR
multiple functions have been obtained in a spectra of both PPA molecules and dried hydrogel.
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25–75 wt%, and the concentration of ox-MWCNTs could
range from 0.015–0.5 wt%, indicating a broad gelating
window (see Supporting Information Figure S1). PPA is a
kind of low molecular weight polymer with a high density
of amino groups (containing primary, secondary and tertiary
amino groups) attached to the main chain, which possess similar structure of branched poly(ethyleneimine) (PEI) shown
in Figure S2. While MWCNTs possess many carboxylic acid
groups on their surfaces after being treated with mixture of
concentrated sulfuric acid and nitric acid.[36]
It is widely known that the primary and secondary
amine on PPA backbone can serve as both hydrogen bond
acceptors and donors, while the tertiary amine of PPA and
deprotonated carboxylic acid groups on CNTs can serve
as hydrogen bond acceptors.[33,37,38] In our formulations,
the mass ratios of PPA to CNTs were over 100, leading to
a strong basic environment of hydrogel system (pH above
11). As a result, most of amino groups existed in –NH2 form
and nearly all carboxylic acid groups existed in –COO− form.
Hence, as shown in Figure 1b, in hydrogels there are mainly
two type interactions accounting for gelation, i.e., relatively
strong hydrogen bonds of –COO− ···HN between carboxylic groups of ox-MWCNTs and amino groups of PPA molecules, and relatively weak hydrogen bonds (N-H···N) among
PPA molecules themselves.[34,39] It should be noted that the
interaction between deprotonated carboxylic groups and
amino groups is also known as electrostatic interaction, and
it could be grouped into hydrogen bonds with dominant electrostatic components.[34] For two types of hydrogen bonds,
since the hydrogen bond donors are amines in both cases,
the difference of hydrogen bonding strength mainly comes
from the difference in the hydrogen bond acceptors. Since
the oxygen atom is more electronegative than the nitrogen
atom, the bonding strength of–COO− ···HN is stronger than
that of N-H···N.[35] The synergistic effect of strong and weak
hydrogen bonds in our system yielded 3D network of the
hydrogel.
Some control experiments have been done to support the
above analysis. Weak hydrogen bonds alone cannot afford
the hydrogel network, since no gelation was observed even
for pure PPA in the absence of ox-MWCNTs. While when
strong hydrogen bonds were dominant (the amount of CNTs
to PPA are nearly equal[17] and there are few weak hydrogen
bonds of N-H···N, the gel could only form when CNT concentration was over 1 wt%, and the resultant material was
insensitive to environmental stimuli because the crosslinking
force was too strong to be destroyed (Figure S3).
The existence of hierarchical hydrogen bonds in the
resulting PPA/CNT SMHs was determined by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FT-IR) as shown in Figure 1c,d. It is widely
known that weak hydrogen bonds of N-H···N exist in pure
substances that contain amino groups (such as PPA molecules) without intended isolation.[40] Hence the peaks that
represented N-H vibration stretch of primary and secondary
amine were lower than 3500 cm−1 and not very sharp.[40] In
the case of the dried gel, the width of the peak representing
the N-H stretch slightly expanded in comparison with that
of PPA, and the asymmetric and symmetric vibrations of the
small 2014, 10, No. 7, 1387–1393

CH2 group at 2941 cm−1 and 2827 cm−1 slightly shifted to high
wavenumber direction (about 3 cm−1). In addition, a new
small peak at 1639 cm−1 was observed, which might be attributed to the deformation vibration of the protonated amine
groups in -COO−···NH.[41] These changes in spectra indicated
the existence of a small amount of strong hydrogen bonds
between carbon nanotubes and PPA molecules,[42] which
was consistent with our hypothesis. TEM images as shown in
Figure 1c (and Figure S4) clearly showed that CNTs served
as templates for the assembly of PPA molecules and the
resulting PPA wrapped CNTs constructed the main network
of gel in conjunction with PPA molecules. Since most CNTs
were thickly wrapped by PPA molecules, it was reasonable to
deduce that most of wrapped CNTs were bridged by weak
hydrogen bonds of N-H···N formed among PPA molecules
adsorbed on different CNTs. From the TEM image it can
also be seen that some CNTs were quite close to each other.
These adjacent CNTs might “share” the same PPA molecules, which means they were brideged by strong hydrogen
bonds of N-H···O. Due to the coexistence of both strong
and weak hydrogen bonds, the required CNT concentration
for gel formation could be sharply reduced to 0.015 wt%
(Figure S1) and the resultant gels possessed multiple functionalities. It should be noted that this hierarchical hydrogen
bonds strategy is a general method for SMHs preparation.
For example, the hydrogel can also be formed when the
one dimensional ox-MWCNTs was replaced by dimensionless Fe3O4 nanoparticles (with hydroxyl groups on surface),
one dimensional organic polymers such as poly(acrylic acid)
(PAA) or two dimensional graphene oxide (Figure S3).
Since a large crosslinking force was provided with weak
N-H···N bonds that are very susceptible to temperature, the
obtained hydrogels can undergo the gel-sol transition when
heated above a critical temperature Tc (Figure 2a), which
was not observed in a host of SMHs.[18–21,24–29] Furthermore,
the Tc increased linearly with an increase in ox-MWCNT
concentration as shown in Figure 2b (and Figure S5), which
was attributed to an increased overall crosslinking force with
the growing number of strong hydrogen bonds. The resulting
solution reverted back to a gel in minutes after incubation
at ambient temperature, and the transition process could
be repeated many times. In addition, this thermal reversibility allowed the gel to be molded into arbitrary shapes by
a simple heating–cooling cycle, which was similar to that of
thermoplastics (Figure S1). More interestingly, the gel could
be easily transferred into a syringe and extruded to create
desired patterns on the substrate owing to its thermal responsiveness and shear-thinning property as shown in Figure 2c.
These interesting properties of PPA/CNT hydrogels lay the
foundation of their use in temperature sensors, heat-induced
rapid self-healing materials, etc.
Since CNTs exhibited a photothermal conversion phenomenon under irradiation of NIR light,[29,30] it was not surprised that the resulting PPA/CNTs SMHs exhibited gel–sol
transition under NIR irradiation with CNTs as molecular
heaters (Figure 3a). UV–vis–NIR spectra confirmed that
the resulting PPA/CNT hydrogels possessed considerable
absorption in NIR region in comparison with PPA molecules and solvent water as shown in Figure 3b, suggesting
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Besides thermal and light responsiveness, the gel–sol transition of the resulting
PPA/CNT hydrogels could also be triggered by variation of pH value owing to
the existence of pH-sensitive amino groups
as shown in Figure 3c. The gel was transformed into a solution after acidification
by adding a small amount of concentrated
HCl, and the solution did not return to
solid state even after being incubated at
5 °C for a long time. However, by adjusting
pH to original value with potassium
hydroxide, the gel could reform at ambient
temperature. The dissolution of the
hydrogel could be attributed to the existence of a large amount of PPA molecules.
Since the protonation of amino groups of
PPA molecules largely reduced the number
Figure 2. Thermo responsiveness of the PPA/CNT hydrogels. (a) Digital photographs of of weak hydrogen bonds of N-H···N and
temperature induced reversible gel-sol transition of hydrogels containing 0.1 wt% ox-MWCNTs.
increased electrostatic repulsion between
(b) The gel-sol transition temperature (Tc) was plotted as a function of ox-MWCNT content.
[33] In contrast, without
(c) Demonstration of writing characters on the Teflon plates by extruding hydrogels from a amino groups.
enough
weak
hydrogen
bonds provided by
syringe.
amino groups, the hydrogel crosslinked by
mainly strong hydrogen bonds remained in
the potential ability for light responsiveness of hydrogels. We the solid state even after being heated in excess concentrated
further tested the NIR responsiveness of the resulting hydro- hydrochloric acid at 60 °C for over 30 min (Figure S7).
gels with different ox-MWCNTs contents by exposing them
In addition to multiple stimuli-responsiveness, the PPA/
to NIR light (Figure S6). In each case the gel transformed to CNT hydrogels showed extraordinary self-healing perforsolution within 2 min, and returned to the solid state within mance even in the absence of environmental stimuli, which
3 min by incubating at room temperature. These observations was attributed to dynamic crosslink created by reversible
indicated that the resulting PPA/CNT hydrogels possessed hydrogen bonds of both –COO− ···HN and N-H···N.[16,42,44]
fast gel–sol transition under irradiation of the NIR light. To evaluate self-healing behavior, rheology measurement
Since NIR light is harmless and transparent to biomedical was conducted as shown in Figure 4a,b (and Figure S8).
tissues, from the viewpoint of biology applications, these When hydrogel (0.5 wt% ox-MWCNTs) was subjected to
PPA/CNT hydrogels are more desirable than UV-responsive continuous deformation and recovery cycles with deformamaterials[29,30,43] and they might have great potential applica- tion shear stress of 200 Pa (exceed linear viscoelastic region
tions in photothermal therapy.
of the hydrogel), storage modulus (G′) of the hydrogel

Figure 3. NIR and pH responsiveness of the PPA/CNT hydrogels: (a) Digital photograpghs of NIR-induced gel-sol transition of hydrogels containing
0.1 wt% ox-MWCNTs, (b) The UV–vis–NIR absorption spectra of water, PPA and diluted hydrogels, (c) The pH-induced reversible transition of PPA/
CNT hydrogels, and (d) proposed mechanism on the pH-induced reversible transition of the hydrogel.
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Figure 4. Self-healing behavior of PPA/CNT hydrogels:the recovery and deformation cycles of the hydrogel containing 0.5 wt% ox-MWCNTs with
deformation stress of (a) 200 Pa and (b) 800 Pa. (c) After being cut into halves, the gel could heal itself within 2 min just by putting two pieces
together at ambient temperature. The dashed line in (c) marks fracture region of the gel.

could be restored simultaneously over 90% of its initial
value and completely recovered within 90 s (Figure 4a).
When extremely large stress (800 Pa) was applied, the gel
was completely destroyed since the storage modulus was less
than the loss modulus (G″). However, it could still immediately recover its elasticity (G′>G″).[45] With prolonged time
(35 min), most of its mechanical properties (over 80% value
of G′) could be restored (Figure 4b, Figure S8).
The fast macroscopic self-healing behavior was also investigated, which was shown in Figure 4c and Figure S9. The gel
could be rejoined within 2 min without environmental stimuli
after being cut into halves with a scissor. More interestingly, we
found PPA/CNT hydrogels maintained its self-repairing property even after being dried. Since the amount of PPA was over
100 times than that of CNTs and the boiling point of PPA (ca.
250 °C) was much higher than that of water, hence it could be
deduced that there are many PPA molecules were existed in
liquid or semi-solid state after removing of water. Hence the
PPA molecules could serve as solvent and provided materials
with excellent fluidity and weak hydrogen bonds, which allowed
the quick mass transfer in gel network and facilitated the network reformation.[44] Therefore, unlike many other reported
self-healing materials,[46–49] after being deformed the PPA/CNT
gel can autonomously and quickly reach new equilibrium state
and restore its elasticity in both wet and dried states without
assistance of extra energy, healing agents or solvation.
Mechanically weak SMHs are seldom reported as adhesives since high mechanical properties are always considered
to be indispensable for adhesion.[50–54] However, in our case,
the PPA/CNT gels showed satisfactory adhesion force even
on Teflon surface. We could simply spread the dried gel on
the bottom of a weight and then pressed it on the Teflon
plate to make it adapt to the morphology of substrate. Then
they were incubated for a period of time to restore mechanical property of gel before adhesion measurement. As shown
in Figure 5a–c, The as-prepared device could hold up to 320 g
small 2014, 10, No. 7, 1387–1393

weight (2.8 N/cm2) over 15 min at 12 °C, slightly surpassed
the adhesion force of mechanical strong polythiophene nanotubule arrays (2 N/cm2).[50] In contrast, by replacing gels with
PPA, the adhesion force was decreased by the factor over 10,
indicating the important role of CNTs.
The excellent adhesive strength was attributed to the combination of the van der Walls (VDW) force of CNTs[51] and
the hydrogen bonds in virtue of the existed electronegative
oxygen and nitrogen in gels.[50] In addition, the softness originated from the existence of a large amount of PPA molecules
could also enhanced adhesion force by enlarging effective
contact area.[52] The adhesion of gel on plasma treated glass
substrate was also demonstrated (Figure 5d, Figure S10), and
it was relatively higher than that on Teflon plate, which was
attributed to the increased VDW force on glass substrate.[50]
Interestingly, when the temperature was oscillated between
40 and 5 °C, the duration time of the loadings (1.77 N/cm−2)
on substrate could be accordingly oscillated between ca.
40 s and ca. 1200 s, which indicated that PPA/CNT gels, differed from most reported adhesives, exhibited remarkable
temperature-dependent adhesion behavior (Figure 5e and
Figure S10d) due to the existence of temperature-susceptible
weak hydrogen bonds in the gel network. Moreover, unlike
many commercially available adhesives (such as most epoxy
and cyanoacrylate based adhesives) that utilize irreversible
polymerization reaction to realize adhesion, the PPA/CNT
gel could be repeatedly used without obvious performance
deterioration (Figure 5e) owing to the existence of reversible
hydrogen bonds. Hence, this kind of temperature responsive
adhesive was quite useful in removable adhesion.[55]

3. Conclusion
We have successfully prepared multi-functional SMHs by tailoring the strength of overall crosslinking force by the design
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Figure 5. The adhesive properties of PPA/CNT hydrogels: (a) Photograph showing a 320 g weight hanging on a Teflon plate by adhesion with the
dried gel (inset image), (b) magnified photos of adhesion region, (c) schematic diagram of the adhesion experiment, (d) demonstration of adhesion
on glass substrate, and (e) temperature dependency of adhesion. The duration time of weight loaded on glass slide (1.77 N cm−2) was measured
upon temperature cycling between 40 °C (denoted as the circles) and 5 °C (denoted as the squares).

of hierarchical hydrogen bonds. The SMHs were obtained by
facile introduction of oxidized carbon nanotubes into PPA
solution, and the resultant multifunctional CNT/polymer
hydrogels could not only respond to a variety of environmental stimuli including temperature, NIR irradiation and
pH, but also exhibit autonomous self-healing properties in
both wet and dried states. Moreover, we have demonstrated
that as-prepared physically crosslinked CNT/PPA SMHs
could be used as a kind of temperature dependent, removable and low cost adhesives. We believe this hierarchical
hydrogen bonds manipulation strategy might open a new
door for synthesizing a host of multi-functional materials
with great potential in sensors, actuators, biomaterials, etc.

and the loading were connected to pre-adhered weight with nylon
wire for measurement. More details were described in supporting
information.

4. Experimental Section

This work was supported by NSFC (20903009, 50972001,
20725307 and 50821061) and MOST (2011CB932601).

Preparation of PPA/CNT Hydrogels: Typically, to prepare
hydrogel containing 0.2 wt% ox-MWCNTs, polyethylene polyamine
(1 mL) was added to ox-MWCNT aqueous (4 mg mL−1, 1 mL). Then
the mixture was sealed and placed into 60 °C water bath under
stirring for about 30 s before standing undisturbed for ca. 2 h at
ambient temperature. The hydrogel with other CNTs concentration
or water content could also be obtained by similar method.
Reversible Gel-Sol Transition: For temperature induced transition,
hydrogel containing 0.1 wt% CNTs was placed into 50 °C water bath
for 30 s. For near infrared (NIR) induced transition, the hydrogel prepared in cuvette was irradiated by 1064 nm laser for 1 min, while for
pH triggered transition, 250 μL concentrated hydrochloric acid was
added in 2 mL hydrogel (containing 0.2 wt% ox-MWCNTs) and the
mixture was heated at 50 °C for 30 s. Afterwards equivalent potassium hydroxide was added into resultant solution to reform gel.
Adhesion Experiment: The hydrogel was prepared and dried
for several days at ambient temperature before being spread onto
bottom of a weight. Afterwards, the weight was pressed on a Teflon
sheet, incubated at 5 °C and then left at test temperature for a few
hours. The as-prepared device was reversely placed onto a cramp
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